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“Let you do it!” 

Damn! 

When these words came out, there was really no exaggeration to hear the rumblings at the scene, but 

these were obviously not caused by other disturbances. 

It’s just that someone was fainted by the thunderbolt on the spot. 

And let alone others, the gambler who has always supported George Han, he almost didn’t get over at 

this moment, coughing and fainting on the spot. 

To say that he has only faced off against Young Master Ruyu, the three tricks of this gang have been 

barely acceptable, so now this one trick for the Black Mountain Demon Girl is to make everyone want to 

rush to the ring on the spot, while beating wildly. This bastard, yelling at you to make you fucking 

pretend to be X. 

This X outfit is completely too, even the kind that can’t even be combined with all the people in the 

world. 

The Black Mountain Demon Girl is a really famous super master of his mother, and her strength is even 

faintly approaching the realm of the demon saint. Let alone George Han, a small person in this area, 

even the big city lord of that city, meeting her is at least necessary Courtesy of three points. 

But this kid…what a 

fucking shit. 

“It seems that this money…” The owner couldn’t help laughing. 

From panic and despair to the happy appearance now, it won’t be long before you only need to meet 

this kind of foolishness on stage. 

Originally, the Black Mountain Demon Fairy had been completely dominant against him, and the Zhuang 

Zhuang people knew that they had the chance to win, but what was unexpected to ten thousand was 

that this stupid girl on the stage had to force him to add difficulty. 

The Black Mountain Demon Fairy was also obviously a little dazed: “What did you say? You let me do 

it?” 

“Right, play it?” George Han smiled. 

“Are you sick?” Black Mountain Enchantress stared at this guy dissatisfied, playing? If she wants to play 

like this, she can play with him in a variety of minutes. 

George Han smiled slightly, did not refute, just looked at her and waited for her answer. 

The Black Mountain Demon Fairy was about to vomit blood, she bit and said coldly: “Someone is going 

to die in a hurry, I don’t have to stop him?” 



“It’s up to you.” After the words fell, the Black Mountain Demon Fairy directly raised her hand on the 

spot. , The magical energy surged again in his hand for a while. 

“Wait a minute.” At the 

critical moment, George Han raised his hand again and called to stop again. 

“ 

Damn, what the hell is this?” “Fuck, can you kill this bastard ? It’s so annoying, so damn annoying, the 

game just started for less than a fucking second. This horrible person called for two timeouts abruptly.” 

“If you can’t fight, just roll off, okay, don’t pretend to be X if you don’t have a damn skill, okay?” 

There were scolding under the stage, and he couldn’t stand Han at all. Three thousand this stuff, and the 

Black Mountain Demon Fairy, who is the opponent on the stage, is obviously even more annoyed. 

In the words of a man, every time he took off his pants, George Han suddenly wanted to put on a 

timeout. 

“What else do you want to do?” Black Mountain Demon Fairy gritted her teeth. If she weren’t in the ring 

right now, she would have to throw this George Han into ashes, cramping and peeling skin. 

Can be annoying, angry, hateful! 

“Hehe, I’m making a request. After all, I’ll let you do it.” George Han went completely shameless. 

The Black Mountain Demon Fairy is really about to explode in anger, but thinking about it carefully, 

George Han did let her make a move. If he didn’t listen to what he said, if it was to be spread out, I am 

afraid that the rivers and lakes would laugh at her for victory. Wu, thinking of this, she suppressed her 

anger and looked at George Han impatiently: “If you have any requirements, can you say it all at once?” 

Seeing the madness of this girl, George Han also knew that his goal was basically achieved. He put away 

the shameless smile, and suddenly became very serious: “Since one move determines the outcome, I 

will let you again. The trick, of course, also has to put a rule on this. The rule is very simple, if I take a 

trick from you and still stand here, then you have lost.” 

“On the contrary, if I can’t stand up, then yes. You won, what do you think?” The 

Black Mountain Demon Fairy was obviously taken aback, that’s it? 

Not to mention one trick that made him unable to stand up, just one trick that made him die thoroughly, 

the Black Mountain Demon Fairy will definitely not have the slightest doubt: “Okay, I promise you.” 

“Then now, let’s start.” George Han Thousands of smiles. 
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soon as the words fell, George Han regained his posture, standing proudly with his hands behind him, 

looking like I have confidence in the world. 

This move made the Black Mountain Demon Fairy who was originally quite annoyed, and even wished to 

kill George Han immediately, a little vigilant for a while. 



After all, even an idiot with an abnormal brain is absolutely impossible to joke about his life in this way, 

especially since this guy has not had the slightest energy fluctuation until now, it seems that it is 

completely unguarded. 

This had to make the Black Mountain Demon Ji frowned, wondering if there was any fraud in it. 

Thinking of this, Black Mountain Demon Fairy seemed to think more and more old and evil is extremely 

likely. 

He was so abnormal, and even eager to irritate himself, I am afraid that his purpose is to make himself a 

quick move, plus he is defenseless now, thinking about it carefully, the more he feels wrong. 

That’s right, he made quick shots when he forced himself to be angry. 

“Good boy.” Thinking of this, the Black Mountain Demon Fairy, who was eager to attack, couldn’t help 

but withdrew the attack at this time, and instead stepped back a few steps in order to observe. 

Under the stage, the irritable audience members who had been troubled by George Han, saw the Black 

Mountain Demon Fairy not attacking and retreating, and they were anxious on the spot. 

“Hit him, Black Mountain Demon Fairy, what are you doing?” 

“Hurry up and kill this bastard, I think he is really disgusting.” The 

audience is noisy, but the more uproarious, the Black Mountain Demon Fairy is at this time. The more 

calm and alert. 

There are more and more signs that what she guessed is right, at least, the sentiment is now being 

provoked by this stuff. 

Looking up at George Han again, he is still standing there proudly, but the most alarming thing about the 

Black Mountain Demon Fairy is that this guy actually closed his eyes at this moment. Looks like. 

At this moment, the Black Mountain Demon Fairy became even more anxious, even Zhu Yanshuo, who 

was not far away watching the battle, looked at George Han strangely at this time, wondering what he 

was doing. 

And what the hell George Han was doing, in fact, I am afraid that only he himself knows. 

Standing there seemingly indifferent, George Han was panicked in his heart. 

The prolonged war of attrition under the condition of George Han’s body is no different from sending 

him to death. Not to mention a Black Mountain Demon Girl, even a person like Master Jade is enough to 

abuse George Han to find North. 

Therefore, under the situation, the most advantageous thing for George Han is the blitzkrieg. 

But in this blitzkrieg, George Han obviously couldn’t make a move, and once he made a move, he 

exposed his current situation. 

Therefore, George Han can only defend. 



After all, George Han has the help of the little black stick. Although the little black stick is unlikely to be 

able to match the level of the Black Mountain Demon Fairy, what if it is coupled with its own immortal 

profound armor? Although the Immortal Profound Armor didn’t have the energy to activate it, the 

skinny camel was bigger than a horse, and there was also a god-level defensive equipment like Frost 

Jade Armor inside. 

In the end, it was accompanied by his own golden body and the body of the loose fairy that the 

sweeping old man helped them reshape. 

As the saying goes, there are three heads and Zhuge Liang at the top. Adding these things together, 

George Han dare not say that he is confident that he can completely take over the trick of the Black 

Mountain Demon Fairy. 

However, this is the best and only option for him at the moment. 

As for the intention to interrupt the Black Mountain Demon Fairy twice, she actually wanted to make 

the Black Mountain Demon Fair smart instead of being smart. 

Women’s minds are more meticulous, and the master’s combat experience should also be richer, so the 

simple aggressive method will not work on them. George Han also used this to play a psychological 

battle with the Black Mountain Demon Fairy. 

The purpose of this is also very simple, and that is to let the Black Mountain Demon Ji not attack with 

such crazy full force at the opportunity of her attack. 

On the contrary, let her be under worry and doubt, unable to exert her full strength. 

Thinking of this, George Han closed his eyes and smiled lightly, and the audience roared, with arrows on 

the strings, the Black Mountain Demon Fairy had no choice but to send it. 

Black Qi Moxian, she suddenly rushed to George Han… 

 


